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NEWS

CDXC SOCIAL MEETING
Club
Chairman
Roger
Brown. G3LQP, has made
provisional arrangements for an informal CDXC dinner at 2000z on 8th
March at Barnaby's CarverY. Ye Olde Swan, Thames Ditton. The cost will be
approximately £7 per head which members will pay themselves following the
meal. Roger must have definite numbers as soon as possible - 1st March at
the latest - in order to finalise the booking. Please support your Club's
first social event of 1986.
CDXC SECRETARY
At
a meeting on 15th January the Club Chairman,
Treasurer and Secretary discussed the urgent situation which had arisen,
i.e. the resignation of GADYO from his posts of Club Secretary and Editor
of Newsletter. Taking into account that at the last AGM no Full Members
had volunteered for any posts, and in fact many had refused outright to
involve themselves with running the Club, it was decided to seek the
views of the new Associate Members. First on the list was John Forward,
G3HTA who, when the situation was explained. immediately volunteered to
take over as Club Secretary on a temporary basis until the next
annual
meeting. G4DY0 handed over to G3HTA at the beginning of January and all
queries regarding CDXC administration must now be directed to John. The
membership should be grateful to John because without his readiness to
assist CDXC could have foundered.
CDXC NEWSLETTER
This will be the last issue from G4DY0. Don Field,
G3XTT will takeover wef issue 42. Don is well equipped to perform the
task having been Editor of DXNS. He also writes "DX Diary" for Amateur
Radio - which, in your Ed's view, is the best monthly DX column available
to UK amateurs. Don may not be able to devote as much time to the task as
'DYO but all members should be grateful to him for stepping in as
otherwise this would have been the last Newsletter. Don was the only
Person to respond to the request in the last issue. Any copy for future
CDXC Newsletters to Don Field please.

MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
At the meeting mentioned above, the question of
requirements for membership was also discussed. Plainly the previous
Secretary had misunderstood the wishes of the AGM and had turned down a
number of candidates on the grounds that they were unable to prove that
they had worked 250 countries. It was decided that candidates must have
worked 250 countries but will not be required to produce QSL cards or
other proof other than log entries. It will be up to sponsors to ensure
that candidates meet the membership criteria before nominating them.
CDXC VICE-PRES G3RUR Much to the relief and pleasure of all, Tony
reappeared on 2m recently. Although he is tied up with other activities
he promised to keep in touch when possible.
PETER G73VIE Peter has been issued the callsign ZLOADU for use during his
Feb/March vacation.

1,-,116X X
Peter. G3VIE, is attempting to fix 80m skede for CDXC members. Ii'
you are interested, please contact Ian, GLILJF, who has full details.
MEMBERSHIP Cris Henderson, G4FAM, was an active member of the group
before it formally became CDXC. Unfortunately a move of house kept him
off the air for sometime and contact with CDXC was lost. Cris is now back
in harness both on HF and 2m and CDXC Chairman Roger Brown invited him to
rejoin. Cris accepted and we welcome him back into the fold.... just don't
go working too much Cris, OK?
Please add to your membership lists:
G4FAM Cris
C A P Henderson 18 Faversham Rd, Beckenham, Kent BR3 3PN.
Tel: 01 658 5197
Steve Taylor, G4EDG, has expressed interest in joining CDXC. He lives in
Exeter...'HTA country! Steve runs W3DZZ type antennas for all bands and
has almost completed 5BWAS - no mean achievement even with a big antenna
farm. Steve frequently uses the Voicebank to pass information to other
DXers and his enthusiasm would benefit CDXC.
-

-

IAN G4LJF
Ian is planning to enter the Bermuda Contest on March 15-16.
If you are tuning the bands over that weekend please use the 2m/4m links
to warn Ian of any potential contest QSOs!
WORLD RADIO A recent edition of this excellent DX-orientated news paper
carried a brief write-up about CDXC together with a
list of Club
Officials and Honorary Office holders. In the US much publicity is given
to DX Clubs and it is gratifying to know that CDXC is looked on in a
similar light to the great US DX Clubs.
RADIOSPORTING MAGAZINE This quite excellent monthly magazine is produced
by VE3BMV. It is designed for all who derive pleasure from operating on
the HF bands whether they chase DX or operate in contests. The
subscription rate for an individual is quite high but Don, G3XTT, has
suggested that a reduction might be obtainable if a mass subscription was
placed on behalf of CDXC members. If you would be interested in such an
arrangement please contact Don direct ASAP.
50MHZ As you know, UK amateurs gain access to this band on 1st February.
The licence conditions, as detailed in RadCom, appear to be extremely
restrictive. The main reason for the restrictions is the prevention of
QRM to continental TV stations. In the course of day to day operating
many amateurs "bend" the odd rule but, in this case, it is imperative
that the rules are adhered to. DTI will be monitoring the situation
closely and any breaches will be pounced on.
MONITORING OF OTHER THAN HAM BANDS Your Editor has been checking on the
latest situation regarding the monitoring of non-Amateur frequencies (ie
Air-Band, Mr Plod, etc). This is his private interpretation of current
legislation: As members will be aware, the possession of a ham ticket and
a broadcast receiving licence entitles us to monitor amateur, broadcast,
CB and frequency standard transmissions. However, listening to the air
band, local police, GPO mobile phone frequencies, etc, is a Criminal
Offence under the Interception of Communications Act. It is now a
Criminal Offence to listen to any form of telephonic communication
carried out at RF for which the listener is not authorised. Furthermore,
the Wireless Telegraphy Act makes it illegal to pass on any messages so
received. The possession of equipment for receiving such messages is not
in itself a crime and, obviously, the authorities would have difficulty
in proving that one had listened on an unauthorised frequency. However,
it is suggested that, for example, the programming of one of the readily
obtainable scanning receivers for frequencies other than those for which
one is authorised could provide evidence if the authorities
decided to
take action.
It
goes
without
saying
that to quote
R/T chatter or discuss
non-authorised frequencies. which one might happen to come across whilst
tuning the bands, on the Club VHF link channels, is courting disaster.
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USE THE DXNS VOICE-BANK

01-725-7373

How many
CDXC Members read the line immediately above this? On a number
of occasions over the past few months members have been heard complaining
on 2m about not being advised of DX activity when full details have been
on the Voicebank for hours!! In the off-peak period it costs just a few
pence to listen to or place info on the Voicebank. Please use it to help
other DXers.
The last few weeks have seen great activity on the LF bands with Zone 19
Russians and KL7 stations appearing several times on 80m with good
signals. Dave, G4GED worked 4 UAO's on the trot one evening on 80m. All
of them had quite readable signals. Other items worked on 80m included
ZL8, KH6. 302, AP, KHO, TA, VE7, etc, etc. JA8EPO was 59+20 one morning
on the Long Path! Top Band fanatics have also been having a field day
with HKO, UA/FJ, OD5, 4U1UN all being worked in the UK. Henry G3GIQ and
Bren G4DY0 have been chasing WAZ for the 50th Anniversary Award since 1st
January and need only one each to finish. Bren certainly heard all Zones
within a few days but was unable to work SU1ER on 80m for Zone 34!

59 - SAO TOME S90AS
made
a surprise appearance on the bands in
mid-January. The operator was Salvatore Alescio, IT9AZS, who is a medical
Doctor touring Africa carrying out exeprimental work. Sal appeared
regularly on all bands and was a consistently good signal on 80m after
2100z. Sal followed this with an operation from 5V7AS but his planned
trip to Benin had to be abandoned when he could not obtain the necessary
authorisation. QSLs go to Sal's address in Sicily.
ARUBA-P4 When this will become a new DXCC country is not certain. A
number of people have contacted ARRL and each appears to have received a
deferent story. Bob Shohet, who opere ted as KQ2M/P4 was asuured that IF
.

separate country status was given from 1 January then his operation would
count. Don Search has suggested that separate country status will not be
forthcoming until the island achieves full political independence. This
could take some years. It must be said, however, that Don Search is not
in a position to make such a statement as it is not his responsibility to
decide which countries may be added to or deleted from the list. The DXAC
will debate the matter over the next few months and any decision they
reach must then be ratified by the Awards Committee.... It could take
quite a while but, meantime, work any P4 you hear!! Incidentally, at the
ARRL National Convention in Louisville there was talk of doing away with
the
Awards Committee. many Directors were in favour of this but a
showdown is yet to come.

ODDS N'ENDS
QSL INFORMATION G4DY0 now has the 1986 editions of the

US
and
International Callbooks. Call on 2m or telephone for any gen you require.

SOUTH SANDWICH Several American adventurers were killed a few weeks ago

attempting to fly from Chile to South Georgia. This is a difficult spot
to reach even during its summer season.
SOUTH GEORGIA Jim Smith recently received a letter from a friend who had

visited S Georgia on an army training exercise. Ten men crossed the
island's rough terrain on foot from one side to the other; they saw no
other people on the island. They had a "nightmare" journey back to the
Falklands thanks to a terrible storm at sea. There were no radio amateurs
in the team! A station signing VP8LB and claiming to be on S Georgia has
been worked several times recently in the USA. The op asks for QSLs to
LU2CN so it sounds like a sick joke...but you never know.

UK MEGA STATION
No, we're not talking about G4LJF!! John Latter, BRS85747, is planning
to establish in West Wales the largest amateur antenna farm in the UK.
The 10 acre site, which is easily accessible from the M4, would include a
large guest house/houses and John hopes to attract keen DXers/Contest
Operators as paying guests thereby giving them the opportunity to operate
a big station and giving him the chance to recoup his outlay! Initial
plans are centered around a 100 ft + self-supporting tower carrying a
large log-periodic covering 3-30 mhz and phased
80m
verticals. The
station equipment would include a 20mb computer for contest work. Before
signing on the dotted line John wishes to gauge interest and would be
pleased hear from any amateurs who would support such a scheme i.e. by
paying for a holiday at the station. He would also appreciate comments on
the proposed antenna installation, for which he appears to be prepared to
lay out many thousands of pounds. G4DY0 has suggested that he abandons
the idea of log-periodics in favour of monobanders. However, John
believes that broadcast SWLs may be keen on using the station as well as
amateurs and he feels that LPs would cater for their interests as well.
If you have any comments or ideas please contact him on 0273-24023, or:
John Latter, 33 Church Street, Brighton BN1 1RL.

DX NEWS—SHEET DX CALENDAR

Bargain off er to CDXC Newsletter readers:

Now
3Y Antarctica
Now
YASME in Z2
Now
ON7IP/ST2
Til Feb 15
KC6HM ECI
Til Feb 16
ZF2113 (NM8K/KABFBA)
Til Feb 19
KH8 by DF6FK/DL2ZAD
Til Feb 19
V3DA
Til Feb 20
P4 by K9VV et al
Til Feb 20
EU-89 Flores Is
Til Feb 20
J280S 15 & 20 RTTY
Til Feb 21
PJ2 by PAOVDV
Til Feb 23
EKO N Pole stns
Til Feb ?
VK9LM
Til Mar I
Fag S Orkneys
Til Mar 2
FR7AI/T Trocelin
Til Mar 4
A35WZ by NC7K
Til Mar 5
J3 by W group
Til Mar 31
VP2MDB by W2WSE
Til Apr 3
KC6 (WCI) by 15310?
Til May
JW5VAA
Feb 13-16
N6EK/C6A
Feb 13-Mar 1 KOGVB/C6A
Feb 14-24
FG/W2KN/FS
Feb 15-16
ARRL CW DX Contest

this is the complete calendar!

Feb 16-23
Feb 20-Mar
Feb 21-Mar
Feb 22-Mar
Feb 21-23
Feb 22-23
Feb 22-23
Feb 22-23
Feb 22-23
Feb 24-Mar
Mar
Mar 1-2
Mar 8-9
Mar 8-9
Mar 15-16
Mar 26-Apr
Mar 27-Apr
Mar 29-30
Mar 29-20
Mar-Jun 86
Apr 26-27
May 10-11
May 17-18
May 24-25

KC6HM MCI
10 TV5SDP & TV6SDF
4 N6EK/VP5
1 P4 by PANDV
CO WW 160, SSB Ctst
French SSB Contest
YL-OM Contest (CW)
SA-20 Salut I??
RSSB 7.hz CW Ctst
1 K1LLN/VP2M 20s SSB
1K3 by ZLIAMO??
ARRL SSB DX Contest
St Marcouf I
Commonwealth Ctst
Bermuda Contest
2 T32 by JAs
3 JA1WYX/JD Ogasawara
CO WW WPX SSB Ctst
JA1ZLO/JD Ogasawara
PZSDR/7
Swiss Helvetia Ctst
USSR CO-M Contest
ARI Internat Ctst
CO WW WPX CW Contest

Bloody hell, Dons,
- the budgie's dead!"

COUNTRIES - THE HARD WAY
Is your country score not getting any higher because of bad band
conditions, etc? If so, then you might consider another way of collecting
countries -- the Travellers Century Club of Los Angeles. Its 159 members,
like you and I, are also dedicated to collecting countries, but by
travelling to them rather than working them by radio! In some respects
the Travellers Century Club programme closely parallels our own DX awards
programmes: to become a member a person must have travelled to at least
100 out of a list of 308 countries.
An article in the Nov 22, 1985, issue of The Wall Street Journal
described the efforts of two travellers who are trying to be the first
person to travel to all 308 countries. Parke Thompson of Akron, Ohio, the
leader in the race for all 308 countries, will spend his next vacation
travelling to Columbia, Fernando da Noronha, San Andres Island, Pitcairn
Island, New Zealand and South Korea. To date, Mr Thompson has travelled
to 299 countries, 120 of the world's largest cities, capitals of 48 US
States and his picture appears in the Guiness Book of World Records.
According to the article, Mr Thompsons closest rival, John Clouse of
Evansville, Indiana, is on a five-week voyage to visit three remote
islands in the Atlantic. If his trip is successful, Mr Clouse's country
total will reach the 300 mark. Mr Clouse, like Mr Thompson, is very
serious about his hobby; he has even attempted a landing on Bouvet
Island, but the sea was so rough the boat couldn't land!
There are other parallels between the TCC programme and our DX awards.
For example, the TCC does not recognise any of the South African
Homelands as a country, but Mr Clouse is visiting five of them just in
case they become independent and "count"! One of the countries he hasn't
visited yet - and perhaps the toughest - is Albania!!
GRAYLINE DXING AT HIGH LATITUDES (by Dan Rovvins, KL7Y)
(From The Alaskan Goldpanner)
One of the tricks in working rare DX is to use the grayline. For those
unfamiliar with the term, the grayline is an imaginary line on the earth
which separates daylight from darkness. Scientifically, this is called
the "terminator". Locations along the grayline will be experiencing
either sunrise or sunset. If one side of grayline is experiencing sunset,
the other side of the grayline on the opposite side of the earth will be
experiencing sunrise. The idea of grayline DXing is that the ionosphere
along the terminator is in twilight at all points. Hence, the propagation
characteristics of the ionosphere will be the same along the grayline.
So, what does this mean? Suppose we are on the grayline and find signals
are very good on 20 meters in the direction of the grayline. Since the
ionosphere is refelcting about the same at all points along the grayline,
any other location on the terminator will also find 20m to be very good.
There will exist a band of good 20m
propagation around the world
coinciding with the grayline. If that grayline goes through some rare DX
countries. there is a good chance we will have excellent propagation to
them.
Certainly we have all seen some excellent openings around sunrise and
sunset but, trying to rely upon the grayline in Alaska quickly reveals
that something isn't quite right. For example, the grayline passes
through Anchorage and the Ukraine at 0400z in late September. While this
path would not be unreasonable on 20m (possibly even 15 or
40) this is
not a good time for the low bands, or for 10m. So we might want to look
at the grayline model and see why it is not working all the time.
Let's look at the low bands first. Consider that the earth spins at
15
degrees per hour (360/24?). Because the earth is "fatter" at the equator,
it must spin faster there than at the poles to make one revolution. The
rotational speed at the equator is slightly over 1000 miles per hour. (By
the way, most rockets launch with the earth's spin to gain a free bit of
velocity). At Anchorage's latitude of 61 degrees north, the earth rotates
slower, only about 500 miles per hour.

At the North Pole. we could say that the rotation speed is zero.
Anyway, keep in mind that the rotation speed of the earth at Anchorage's
latitude is less than half that at the equator.
Next we need to look at the ionosphere. The D layer's average height is
about 45 miles above the surface. The F layer averages about 200 miles in
height. Remember that the D layer causes low frequency absorption. Also,
the D layer exists during the day, but quickly disappears at night. The F

layer is responsible for reflecting our signals; fortunately, it
decreases much slower than the D layer, or we would not have much
propagation after sunset. Since these layers are above the earth's
surface, their "sunset" and "sunrise" times are different from those on
the surface. Imagine a point on the equator just having sunset. The D and
F layers above that point are still bathe2 in sunlight. The place where
the D layer is having its sunset is actually at a point nearly 600
miles
away (as measured along the surface of the earth). For the F layer the
sunset point corresponds to a spot over 1200 miles away! because we know
how fast the earth rotates, we can calculate the amount of time between a
surface sunset and an ionospheric sunset. (For the ease of calculation,
I'll assume the time of the year is around the spring or autumn equinox
for the rest of the article). At this time the sun is directly over the
equator, and this represents the sun's average position). For the D layer
above the equator this is 34 minutes. The F layer at the equator
experiences nightfall 72 minutes after the surface does. Now let us look
at the situation for Anchorage. Since the earth rotates much slower at
this latitude, the difference between surface sunset and the D layer
sunset is 71 minutes. For the F layer it is 147 minutes. A similar effect
occurs at dawn, only in this case the northern ionosphere receives light
twice as long before the ionosphere at the equator. The Radio Propagation
Handbook, by Peter N Saveskie, tells us that absorption from the D layer
is minimum with a sun zenith angle of 105 degrees, that is with the sun
15 degrees below the horizon. This occurs 60 minutes after sunset at the
equator, and 124 minutes after sunset at Anchorage. For the sake of
illustration, let's assume that 160m will open onle we hit minimum
absorption. Let us also assume that 80 will open when the sun is 5
degrees
below the horizon. For a station at the equator, 80 will open at
20 minutes after sunset and he will then have access to the grayline
Path. The poor KL7 will have to wait twice as long, however, until 41
minutes after sunset. 160m is even worse. An hour after sunset, the
equatorial DX has an open band, but the KL7 must wait over 2 hours after
his sunset. Had they been trying skeds around sunset to try and access
the grayline path it is doubtful the sked would have been successful, as
they were too early for the Alaskan end.
So we see that the best grayline path on the low bands does not coincide
with the exact sunset/or sunrise time for a high latitude station.
Rather, the best path is probably an hour or two after sunset (or,
likewise, an hour or two before sunrise), The farther north you go, the
more the "delay". Poor KL7NT in Barrow would find, at least in the above
situation, that his minimum absorption would occur over 3 hours past
local sunset.
The situation on 10 meters is a little different. Unless the sunspots are
very high, the MUF will not be able to climb quick enough in the morning
to complete the grayline path. Even though the F layer may be receiving
sunlight for an hour or more before surface sunrise, it takes some
fabulous conditions to bring the MUF to over 28mhz in such a short time.
So there is a high-frequency limit to the grayline, and, as one might
expect, this limit will vary with the sunspot cycle.
Now that
we have delved
into the "Twilight Zone" let me offer some
clarifications. First off, the MUF and the absorption vary greatly from
even one day to the next. One day, signals may be rolling in long before
they're expected, the next day signals on that band may be much later.
The propagation window does slide up and down as well as narrow and
widen. Under superb conditions, for example, 80 may be open while the sun
shines.

Likewise on bad days it may not open at all. But the peak for the lower
frequencies of the propagation window will still occur longer after
sunset for a northern station. That lower frequency might be 40m one day,
20 the next, or 80 the following. But the northernmost station will get
the opening last and lose it first!
So what good is this in the real world? You can utilize the grayline much
better now. Knowing that the polar end will lag helps to set more
intelligent skeds. Many times DX stations will ask for a sked at a time
which looks great in their sr/Bs tables or on their DX Edge, yet this is
far from the best time for the Alaskan end. For low band contacts choose
a time when we're in total darkness and the other guy is close to
sunrise/sunset.
As a final comment, remember that the grayline is not necessarily the
same as the great circle path, although they are usually close. and the
grayline may be able to handle some skewing. Working the grayline can
lead to some exciting DX, but consistently finding those openings from
Alaska is the difference between working a band and letting a band work
you. Knowing that your ionospheric sunset/sunrise isn't quite the same as
the times given in the newspaper might help you become master of the
band.
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